Sportdog shock collar manual

Last Updated on August, 2022 Dealing with stubborn dogs is something that some pet owners are no doubt familiar with. However, while mischievous dogs can be cute, their behavior can sometimes get a bit out of control. In these cases, dog training is more important than ever. Your dog’s behavior affects not only him but others around him too.
That’s why it’s up to us as dog owners to keep them in check and teach them the difference between right and wrong. That said, it’s pretty challenging to work with small dogs since they’re incredibly energetic and out of control. A great way to deal with little guys’ behavior is through shock collars. If you’re looking to learn more about these devices,
continue reading. We’ll be discussing them and going into detail about some of the best shock collars for small dogs out there so that it’s easier for you to choose which one suits your furry friend! Here are the 3 key points from this article: You should know more about dog shock collars before deciding between them, in order to find the best one for
your needs.Look for a collar with adjustable size, training modes, and intensity levels.Consider simplicity, durability, and waterproofing when choosing a shock collar for your small dog. TLDR: The eXuby Tiny Shock Collar is a great choice for small dogs that are stubborn or need discipline. It comes with two collars, so you can train two dogs at once.
It also has a bright display and other features that make it easy to use. Things to Know Before Buying a Shock Collar for Small Dogs Before we get down to reviewing some of the best dog shock collars out there, let’s discuss more about how you can find the best dog training collar. There are so many options out there. That’s precisely why you should
know more about these devices before deciding between them. Since we’re talking about getting a remote training collar for small dogs, variety is one of the essential things to search for. This refers to variety in the collar’s size, training modes, and intensity levels. All these things are essential when buying a training collar for small dogs. For
example, an adjustable collar will let you keep using the same device even as your small dog grows into a bigger one. Another good thing about a reliable dog training collar is that it’s never uncomfortable on the dog’s neck. If it’s made of good material, it won’t be irritating for your dog’s skin. As for the different modes and levels, these components
help many dog owners find the ideal settings for their little friends. That way, you won’t hurt him during dog training sessions. Additionally, look for an electric shock collar that’s easy to use. Sometimes, a dog shock collar can be a bit too complicated. This makes training a chore for both you and your pup. That’s why simplicity is ideal, especially if
you’re new to e-collar training. Always look for a durable dog collar. Your pup will be wearing it often and doing all sorts of movements. There’s no point in getting a dog training collar that’ll break after a little while. The best dog training collars are usually waterproof. In addition, they come with comfortable straps, adjustable sizes, and durable
designs. Once you’ve found a training collar that has all these, every training session with your pup will be easier, more effective, and enjoyable than ever before! Keep reading to learn more about the best anti-bark collars out there and how you can use these electric shock collars on small dogs. Review of The 10 Best Shock Collars for Small Dogs
Now that some of the most important basic details are out of the way, the next step is buying a dog training shock collar. As we’ve mentioned already, there are many dog training shock collars, and each can be tempting. But, not all of them are worth buying. Most modern shock collars have various faults or flaws. However, the ones we’ll be
reviewing today are those that are perfect in more ways than just a few. Without any further distractions, let’s get started with our list of reviews for the best dog training collars out there: 1. eXuby Shock Collar for Small Dogs When you first bring a small dog home, there are a lot of problems you’re bound to face. This includes issues like excessive
barking, scratching, biting, and more. These can all be very annoying to deal with. Up first is the Shock Collar for Small Dogs from eXuby, which can help you train your dog so that all these are issues of the past! With the shock, vibration, and beep modes that come with this collar, you can get rid of habits like these by conditioning your dog’s
behavior. Trainers can choose up to 9 different intensity levels for the shock mode. With these other options on offer, you can find the one that works best for your dog. The battery life is decent, and the fast charger makes things more convenient. It fits dogs that weigh only 5-15 lbs. Despite its small size, this collar packs quite a punch. It’s durable
and water-resistant, meaning you don’t have to worry about it breaking because of your pup’s antics. The range also spans up to 1000 feet. That’s not all, though. Most pet owners are usually quite conscious about their dog’s appearance. This device is an excellent choice for owners like these since it comes with a cute and colorful design! Cute
design.Three modes of training offer much-needed variety. It’s only water-resistant, not waterproof.Shocks can be a little too strong at times for pups. 2. PATPET Small Size Dog Training Collar The PATPET Small Size Dog Training Collar offers the best of all worlds, featuring a great range of 3000 feet and an IPX7 waterproof design. You can let your
pup run off far without worrying him about exceeding the range or hurting the collar by getting into the water. Furthermore, sometimes you can be a bit too busy because of work or other distractions. In cases like these, it’s possible to forget all about charging the dog training collar. Thankfully, that’s not something that should bother users too much
with this collar! The device comes with awe-inspiring battery life. The transmitter can last up to 60 days after a full charge, whereas the receiver lasts 30 days. In addition, it only takes two hours of charging to fully charge the collar’s battery. It comes with an adjustable collar that fits all dogs between 7-120 lbs with a 7-27 inches neck. This makes it
an excellent option because you can adjust the size and use the same collar on him even if your dog has grown up. As for training specifics, the collar comes with three training modes: tone, vibration, and shock. You can also choose between 16 adjustable levels for the shock mode. There’s a security lock on it too, which you can use to make sure that
there’s no misoperation. People are often worried about shocking their dog accidentally. However, If you turn on the security lock on this collar, you can rest easy knowing that your dog won’t ever get shocked accidentally. Security lock prevents misoperation.Great battery life.IPX7 waterproof design keeps the device safe. Shocks can be inconsistent
in their effectiveness. 3. Pet Resolve Dog Training System When you’re out training, it’s always best to work with as much room as possible. Unfortunately, most shock collars don’t have enough ranges to help with this. That isn’t the case for the Pet Resolve Dog Training System, though, as it comes with a cracking range of 3960 feet! It’s also got a
light mode, making it much easier to see your pup at night. It has a durable, waterproof construction that keeps the collar safe from harm. If you’re still worried despite those precautions, you’ll be glad to know there’s more. That said, it comes with a warranty. This means you should be able to get an exchange should any harm come to the collar.
This option also comes with various channels to switch between through the remote control. You can communicate with up to three collars and train multiple dogs at once through these different channels. You also get to choose if you want to use the shock mode or try out vibrations or beeps. There are ten adjustable shock levels to choose between,
and there’s an option to choose between momentary or continuous corrections. It also has a long-lasting, reliable rechargeable battery. You can fully charge by keeping it plugged in for only a couple of hours, which is another excellent bonus. Can be used to train 3 dogs at once.Great range of 3960 feet.Light mode makes training easier at night. Input
lag makes it difficult to react quickly.Shock strength can be a bit too much for small pups. 4. Educator Mini Remote Training Collar Not to forget, the remote and the dog collar are waterproof, so you won’t ever have to worry about the equipment getting damaged if your dog goes near the water. Trainers also get a clicker as a part of the training set
which can be used along with the collar. This clicker is a great addition, as it can get the attention of stubborn dogs and be used to teach them new behaviors. The collar is very adjustable, fitting most dogs over 5 lbs in weight with 6-30 inches neck sizes. The range is also quite impressive, spanning around 2640 feet. Lastly, it has a good battery life
which keeps it running through long training periods. 100 stimulation levels offer lots of variety.Unique design makes things more convenient for new and experienced trainers alike. It is a bit expensive.Some users complain that the battery stops working after a few charges. 5. Enrivik Small Size Dog Training Collar Are you new to shock collars? If
that’s the case, some of these devices can be a bit intimidating at first. That’s because they have complicated controls, feature several different options, and much more. The Small Size Dog Training Collar from Enrivik doesn’t have this issue, though. It’s a convenient and simple dog training collar ideal for even the most petite pups. It comfortably fits
those that weigh between 5-15 lbs and is an excellent option for first-time trainers. In addition, the minimalist design makes navigating between the different training modes very easy. Speaking of which, there are three of these modes to choose between. This includes the standard shock, vibration, and tone functions. There are also nine levels to
choose between vibration and shock, offering different varieties. As for more details about the functionality, this device comes with four training channels. This means you can pair that many collars to train four dogs simultaneously. It also has a decent range of 1000 feet and a waterproof design. The battery life isn’t that great, but not too bad either.
An auto-off function turns off the device after a few minutes of inactivity. This ensures that the battery life isn’t drained away. Can train up to 4 dogs at once.The very convenient design makes it easy to use.The auto-off feature saves battery life. The battery is weaker than some other options.Some users report that it is not very durable. 6. eXuby Tiny
Dual Shock Collar There are also other buttons on the remote. These let you switch between training modes such as shock, vibration, and beep. It also enables you to alter between 9 intensity levels of corrections. You can use these features throughout a range of 1000 feet. Owners don’t have to worry about their dog’s neck size or hair either. The
collars come with short and long prongs alike, which you can change depending on your pup’s needs. There’s even an LED on the receiver to showcase battery life. It’s a durable and waterproof shock collar made out of reflective materials. These make it much easier to see your dog at night. The eXuby Tiny Shock Collar also has a good battery life
and fast charging. Comes with larger prongs for hairier dogs.Very easy to use.Reflective strap makes dogs easy to see at night. Some users complain that input can be inconsistent.The shock is a bit strong. 7. My Pet Command Dog Training Collar You can switch between the beep mode or ten levels of both shock and vibration. Speaking of the shock,
the collar also comes with extra plastic prongs you can use to eliminate this function. This is for all those pet parents that are too scared of hurting their pup by mistake. It can comfortably fit dogs with neck sizes ranging from 8.2-26.5 inches. That means you can keep on using this durable device even as your little friend grows bigger and bigger. It
also has a reliable battery life, which is a big bonus for most. Amazing range of 6600 feet.Comes with plastic prongs for protective dog owners. This product only comes with a collar. (Remote sold separately.)A little too big for the smallest of pups. 8. GoodBoy Mini No Shock Remote Collar If you’d like to exclude shocks from your training method, this
training collar for small dogs is undoubtedly one of the best. It doesn’t make things convenient only for your pup, though. It also focuses on ease of use for the trainers. That’s why the remote’s design is so simple. It makes it easy to navigate through the different modes and training channels that allow you to train two dogs simultaneously. The
transmitter even has an LED display, making it easier to know about the device’s state. This remote also lets you pair an additional collar to train two dogs at once. The receiver is waterproof too, which is great for training at the beach. Any dog that weighs between 5-15 lbs can wear it, making it great for even tiny dogs. There’s a range of 1000 feet
and a great battery too. This battery lasts for up to 16 hours of constant use and even has a standby feature to save the battery during inactivity. Standby feature saves battery lifeNo shock function, making it ideal for protective dog parents.Even works on other pets like cats! Few users report that the build is very fragile.Not great for more stubborn
pets because there’s no shock. 9. SportDOG Brand 425X Remote Trainer While the SportDOG Brand 425X Remote Trainer isn’t built specifically for small dogs, it can fit them thanks to a very adjustable size. It’s perfect for any pup over 8 pounds, fitting any necks within 5-22 inches wide. This means you can use this training collar for small dogs and
large ones. If you own multiple dogs, this feature-filled dog training collar is the ideal option for you. That’s because the 425X Remote Trainer is a powerhouse in terms of features. It also comes with the option to pair additional collars. This allows you to train up to 3 dogs with a single remote. There are various training modes. Two of these modes are
the beep and vibration functions, whereas the third is a static shock which also comes with 21 varying degrees of intensity. Thanks to the remote’s convenient design, these things are straightforward to switch between. The dial on the remote is one great addition that you’ll find very handy. When you’re focused on your dog, it can be a little
challenging to manage all the different buttons on a transmitter. But with the dial, you can switch between intensity levels and modes without worry! It’s also built to last, coming with a very durable design and a rechargeable battery. With just two hours of being plugged in, it can last for up to 70 hours of use. It also features DryTek technology,
making it waterproof. As for the range, it can operate for 1500 feet. Can train 3 dogs at the same time.Convenient dial makes it easy to switch intensity levels.Fast charging and long lasting battery are highly convenient. Fragile packaging might damage the collar.It is relatively pricey. 10. DOG CARE Dog Training Collar Last but not least, we have the
DOG CARE Dog Training Collar. It’s built for versatility, and that’s seen in all the features that it has. For starters, this training collar comes with three training modes. These include the usual options, such as beep, shock, and vibration. There are also ten levels for the static shock, which you can easily switch between thanks to the dial on the remote.
Speaking of the remote, it’s straightforward to use and comes with a slick design. As for the collar itself, this training collar is both stylish and durable. Unfortunately, however, this training collar isn’t entirely waterproof. It has an IP67 water-resistant design, meaning it can only withstand water in small amounts. This includes rains, splashes, and
more. This training collar is great for dogs with neck sizes between 10-27 inches. The device even comes with a feature that allows you to train two dogs simultaneously by getting an additional collar. As for other details, the battery life is commendable. Plus, it only takes 2 hours to fully charge, which is excellent for those who are always in a hurry. It
even has a security lock to prevent misoperation. Overall, it’s a convenient collar that’s easy to use for any trainer. Beautiful design looks great on most pups.Thumb dial makes it easy to switch intensity levels.Security lock protects your dog from misoperation. Only IP67 water-resistant, not waterproof.Collar size might be too big for the smallest of
puppies. How Do Shock Collars Work? Most people are already familiar with a shock collar, but not many know how they work. These dog training collars are a way of correcting your pup’s behavior through manual input. Dog trainers hold a remote which acts as a transmitter. It features several buttons or dials used to change settings and provide
input. This input is given to the receiver, which is on the e-collars. Depending on the input provided, the receiver then shocks the dog with varying intensity. Most training collars use only static shock, but some have a beep or vibration mode. Shock collars are simple devices in their work, but learning how to make the most of them can be difficult.
How to Use Shock Collars on Small Dogs? Now that you know how to choose an e collar and know which training collars are the best, the next step is learning how to make the most of it. Getting a dog training collar isn’t helpful if you don’t know how to use them. You have to keep in mind that small dogs are much more fragile than bigger ones.
They’re naturally weaker and more susceptible to pain. That’s why you should make sure that you never use the higher intensity levels on these electric dog collars. Secondly, you should never shock them as frequently as you might shock a medium or large dog. Instead, try to use words to correct their behavior as often as possible. If that doesn’t
work, you can consider using static shock to fix them. Speaking of words, always make sure to reward your pup with lots of love. Positive reinforcement plays a significant role in dog training. It holds a lot of significance in training methods. Dog shock collars are great for punishing the little guys, but they don’t offer any ways to reward them. So
you’ll have to take care of that yourself! Just as you’d shock him or reprimand him when he does something bad, praise him or give him treats when he does something good. When they’re still small, pups tend to take things like these to heart. That’s why a little bit of positive reinforcement goes a long way for their growth! As for the rest, just
remember to practice how well you do with your timings. React quickly so that the pup always knows what he just did was wrong. Keep all of these things in mind, and you’ll do great at training your small doggo! Recommended to read: How To Train A Dog With A Shock Collar Conclusion We’ve shared our top picks for the best shock collars out
there. Now it’s up to you to read through our reviews and find out which one suits you and your little buddy the most! Each option is remarkable in its way, and we’re sure you’ll have a great time working with any one of them you choose. Just remember all the tips we’ve shared for buying these devices and using them. Once you do that, you’ll have a
blast no matter what! So, what comes next is up to you. Hopefully, you make the right decision and have lots of fun training your pup! FAQs There is no definitive answer to this question as it depends on a number of factors, including the size and temperament of your dog. Some of the most popular shock collars for small dogs include the eXuby Shock
Collar, PATPET Small Size Dog Training Collar, and the Pet Resolve Dog Training System. Yes, small dogs can wear shock collars. However, it is important to choose a collar that is appropriate for the size and weight of your dog. You will also want to make sure that the collar is adjusted properly so that it does not cause your dog discomfort. There is
no weight limit for using a shock collar on a dog. First, you need to find a shock collar that is appropriate for your small dog. Then, you will need to put the collar on your dog and make sure that it is fitted properly. After that, you will need to decide on a training schedule and stick to it. Finally, you will need to be consistent with your training and use
the shock collar as a last resort.
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